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一、選擇題：（共 32 題，每題 2.5 分，共 80 分） 

(     ) 1. If the price of crude oil continues to rise, prices of essential commodities 

will ______ to a much higher level. 

(A)flicker     (B)flare     (C)fling     (D)escalate 

(     ) 2. ______ will be fined three hundred and sixty dollars if they are caught 

jaywalking. 

(A)Nourishments     (B)Pedestrians     (C)Sanctuaries     

(D)Pollutants 

(     ) 3. People believed in the ________ of the judge, so they were shocked to hear 

that he was involved in the bribery scandal. 

(A)inferiority (B)integrity (C)intimacy (D)ingenuity 

(     ) 4. They are planning on the most ________ wedding, which is to cost an arm 

and a leg. 

(A)deliberate     (B)eloquent     (C)elaborate     (D)desolate 

(     ) 5. Hearing the art critic's bitter and ________ comments on her new painting, 

Molly started a heated argument with him. 

(A)outrageous (B)unreliable (C)urgent (D)glorious 

(     ) 6. My boss gave me a few ________ before I started on the project. 

(A)guidelines     (B)customs     (C)purchases     

(D)improvements 

(     ) 7. Most theories are started by ______ and established by careful research. 

(A)substitution     (B)realization     (C)expenditure     

(D)assumption 

(     ) 8. The kind-hearted lawyer decided to ________ the case for the poor. 

(A)accuse    (B)plead    (C)perish    (D)shrink  

(     ) 9. Tropical rainforests are home to about one million plant and animal species. 

If the rainforests disappear, many of these species will become 

________. 

(A)extinct     (B)hostile     (C)mature     (D)intimate 

(     ) 10. The passage has been ______, and the teacher asked us to rearrange the 

sentences in the correct order.  

(A)scribbled     (B)scrawled     (C)scratched     (D)scrambled 

(     ) 11. On a tight budget, students asked the local government to ______ their 

performances. 

(A)concede     (B)authorize     (C)sponsor     (D)anticipate 

(     ) 12. In developed countries, factories may not hire children because this is 

considered ________. 

(A)indignation (B)obscurity (C)exploitative (D)prestige 

(     ) 13.The education program is quite ______. It includes various courses for 
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students of different ages. 

(A)comprehensive     (B)crooked     (C)medieval     

(D)spontaneous 

(     ) 14. The Thai government ordered tens of thousands of poultry, confirmed or 

suspected with infection, be ________ for fear of further spread of 

dreadful avian influenza. 

(A)bandaged     (B)slaughtered     (C)pledged     (D)restrained 

(     ) 15. As the Republic of China is a market-driven and export-oriented country, 

the government should give special ________ for materials and labor to 

industries engaged in production for export. 

(A)promise      (B)priority     (C)pessimism  (D)procession  

(     ) 16. To solve the garbage problem, the government has ________ a recycling 

program and promoted the practice of classifying garbage. 

(A)generated     (B)initiated      (C)retained     (D)transcended 

(     ) 17. The Council of Labor Affair announced that foreign worker's ________ 

fees would increase to wider range. 

(A)accommodation (B)humility (C)digestion  (D)self-awareness  

(     ) 18. The city counsel ______ approved all the proposals and urged them to be 

carried out right away. 

(A)incidentally     (B)organically     (C)unanimously     

(D)anonymously 

(     ) 19. What the manager said was not true, but no one dared to ______ him.  

(A)refresh     (B)refrain     (C)refute     (D)reform 

(     ) 20. The new sit-com received an award in the ______ of "Best Television 

Comedy Series." 

(A)category     (B)mileage     (C)rubbish     (D)treasury 

(     ) 21. To live an efficient life, we have to arrange the things to do in order of 

________ and start with the most important ones. 

(A)authority     (B)priority     (C)regularity     (D)security 

(     ) 22. You have to ______ over everything here because you are the one in 

charge. 

(A)displace     (B)liberate     (C)populate     (D)preside 

(     ) 23. He ________ to foreign newspapers to build up his vocabulary ability. 

(A)transcribed     (B)prescribed     (C)ascribed     (D)subscribed 

(     ) 24.Those people in tsunami-stricken areas are ________ with poor sanitary 

conditions and the threat of epidemics, such as cholera and malaria. 

(A)radiant     (B)compatible     (C)plagued     (D)immersed 

(     ) 25. Nowadays computer skills are becoming ________ in many fields of 

jobs. 
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(A)competent     (B)disposable     (C)inadequate     

(D)indispensable 

(     ) 26. Joseph's employees were ________ by the impolite manner in which he 

dealt with them. 

(A)irritated     (B)weakened     (C)pleased     (D)encouraged  

(     ) 27. If you want to keep your computer from being attacked by new viruses, 

you need to constantly renew and ________ your anti-virus software. 

(A)confirm     (B)overlook     (C)esteem     (D)update 

(     ) 28. The restriction on the use of plastic bags and ________ food containers 

went into force on Jan. 1 this year. 

(A)redundant     (B)incredible     (C)disposable     (D)irritable 

(     ) 29. I ________ that there must be many people who need money desperately, 

because banks have recently spent lots of money on advertising "cash 

cards". 

(A)presume     (B)subsume     (C)resume     (D)consume 

(     ) 30.The trade unions must give ________ to promoting the interests of their 

members. Nothing else is as important. 

(A)analysis     (B)discipline     (C)obstacle     (D)priority  

(     ) 31.Tropical rainforests are home to about one million plant and animal 

species. If the rainforests disappear, many of these species will become 

________. 

(A)extinct     (B)hostile     (C)mature     (D)intimate 

(     ) 32.The ______ of Japan is yen (￥), while that of France is franc (F). 

(A)currency     (B)pyramid     (C)marshal     (D)parlor 

二、翻譯題：（共 2 題，共 20 分） 

1.  Alex, let's get down to business. On the agenda today for our public relations 

meeting are the research project, the launch of the website, the timeline for press 

releases, and the executary of the year award. Are you quite happy with those 

points? (12 分) 

2. Across the globe, Jeremy Lin has emerged as an inspiration to many. He shows 

that with dedication and determination it is possible to achieve a dream and to 

break down cultural stereotypes. (8 分) 

 


